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there are two types of items in the game: material items and player items. material items are items that the player can place in the game. when the player interacts with the item, it creates a dynamic object in the game world. the game uses a default material to render these objects. this is when the 24 players are
told to enter the waiting area. when all 24 players are in place, the waiting area is loaded with a round-robin system, where each player has an equal chance of being selected as the next player. when the match is over, the player 1 cartridge is put in the player's slot and the following match is loaded. the waiting
area returns after every 24 rounds of play. single-card gameplay mode is accessible from the main screen by tapping the orange vs button at the bottom left of the touch screen. the multiplayer vs mode supports only single-card gameplay, with player 1 as the host with the inserted cartridge and players 24 using
the ds download play feature. the vs mode starts in a waiting area, which takes place in a castle interior, as shown from the top screen. it depicts a desert sand-colored wall with a large painting of a cloudy sky, two large pillars located left and right each, a red carpet on the checkered floor that leads up to the wall,
and red drapes hanging on the ceiling. once players are in place, the waiting area is loaded with a round-robin system, where each player has an equal chance of being selected as the next player. the waiting area returns after every 24 rounds of play. the game includes a multiplayer vs mode. the mode can be
accessed from the title screen by tapping the orange vs button at the bottom left of the touch screen. the vs mode supports only single-card gameplay, with player 1 as the host with the inserted cartridge and players 24 using the ds download play feature. the vs mode starts in a waiting area, which takes place in a
castle interior, as shown from the top screen. it depicts a desert sand-colored wall with a large painting of a cloudy sky, two large pillars located left and right each, a red carpet on the checkered floor that leads up to the wall, and red drapes hanging on the ceiling.
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if the player does not get attacked by trixie, he will go to a different place. he will be attacked by the evil queen. after defeating her, he will fall into a hole and will have to climb the hole to reach the next place. while climbing, he will be attacked by dragons. once he has climbed the hole, he will reach a place where
he will fight the queen. if the player defeats her, he will fight the dragon once again, which will reward him with the power flower. the player will then climb the hole once more and will see a vision of his friends. he will then climb the hole one more time to get the speech from the pixie. then, he will continue climbing

the hole to reach a place where he will fight the queen. the player will defeat the queen and he will be attacked by the dragon. if the player defeats the dragon, he will climb the hole to see his friends. when the player has climbed the hole and has seen his friends, he will fall into the hole and will pass through a
tunnel. if the player dies while he is climbing the hole, he will not fall into the hole and will reach the party on the island. if the player does not get trapped by the evil queen, he will go to the other side of the island. he will be attacked by the dark wizard. after defeating him, the player will be teleported to the next

place. to defeat an enemy, the player must touch the enemy's head. if he is defeated, he drops coins. coins can also be gained by defeating enemies while jumping through the sky. if the player collects any coins, their value is displayed on the map of the course. one of the most important factors in the battle is the
ability to jump. the player can jump while running, and a variety of techniques are available. a player can also jump while standing still, or while rolling. power stars can be collected only while standing still. 5ec8ef588b
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